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Great rogue. The graphics are so-so and sometimes over the top, but the gameplay and decision making needs are real. Get it..
Arcen Games brings a nice DLC for those who think vanilla SR didn't have enough bullets. New rooms, new items, enemies,
bosses and loads of hellish bullets to dodge.. Wish I had more time for gaming, need to put atleast 200 more hours into this
beauty. One of the best passion projects I've enjoyed, Arcen humbly stuck by it through thick and thin and provides you with a
colossal sum of gameplay for a price that is borderline piracy. These guys and their community that helped them deserve every
penny. Hard is the difficulty you want to stick to in order to really see the beauty of the game and all the enemies at full
effect.and "Misery" is aptly named. The difficulty scaling in this game is quite finely tuned so that you can build your skill to
the genre and progress. Awesome for them to provide that. Love the new music tracks and the Paladin/Zephyr. Thanks a lot for
the ex-pack.. Arcen Games brings a nice DLC for those who think vanilla SR didn't have enough bullets. New rooms, new
items, enemies, bosses and loads of hellish bullets to dodge.. The base game was surprisingly awesome and hooked me in deep.
This is the perfect amount of content to draw me right back in and make everything feel fresh.. Starward Rogue is easily one of
the best action roguelites, period. The DLC is an awesome amount of content. Just get it.
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